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Dewey Decimal Classification

AB COMMUNICATION


Ong, Elizabeth P. So you want to be a freelance writer. Mandaluyong City : National Book Store, 2007. 31233 FIL 808.02023 O58s 2007

Summary: This book emphasize that preparation and delivery of speech come hand and hand-practice always follows principles and theories.

Summary: "The 5th edition of this text provides the sensitivity insight you need to communicate clearly and effectively with people from any corner of the world. This text draws you into the theory and daily practice of intercultural communication."


AB COMMUNICATION/ COMPUTER SCIENCE


ACCOUNTANCY

Summary: "This book covers advanced level topics in financial reporting within the International Accounting Standards (IAS) and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) reporting framework."

BIOLOGY


Summary: "This volume considers mechanisms of protein evolution broadly, including the use of evolutionary archeology to trace protein evolution, the conservation of structure–rather than sequence–in protein evolution, and the use of directed evolution to create new enzyme activities."


Summary: "This handbook provides practicing professionals and biotechnology students over 150 applied, up-to-date laboratory techniques and experiments related to modern topics such as recombinant DNA, electrophoresis, stem cell research, genetic engineering, microbiology, tissue culture, and more."

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Corporate Social Responsibility : casebook. [s.l]: Corporate Social Responsibility Institute of the Philippines, 2007. 31017 FIL 174.4 C822 2007

Mendoza, Eugenio V. The Path to the success of cooperatives. Diliman, Quezon City : The University of the Philippines Press, 2006. 31083 FIL 334 M539p 2006
Summary: "The book probes into the way to the success of cooperatives in the context of two synergistic dimensions of cooperative operations: (1) the cooperative or human-related aspect and (2) the business or performance-related aspect. Strong membership support is considered the principal element of success."

Summary: "These trade profiles combine information on trade flows and trade policy measures of members, observers and other selected economies. The information is retrieved from various WTO divisions and external sources and presented in standardized format for quick reference."

Summary: "This study is the outcome of collaborative research between the Secretariat of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the International Labour Office (ILO). It addresses an issue that is of concern to both organizations: the relationship between trade and employment."

Summary: "This volume contains a collection of the legal texts related to the settlement of disputes under the Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization (WTO)."


BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/ INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING


COMPUTER SCIENCE


COMPUTER SCIENCE/ BS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY


Summary: This book is a hands-on guide that is perfect for beginner-lord game programmers who want to quickly and easily learn how to create game using java.

Harris, Andy. *Game programming : the L line, the express line to learning*. Chichester : John Wiley, 2007. 31468 PRO 006.7 H313g 2007

COMPUTER SCIENCE/ COMPUTER ENGINEERING


COMPUTER SCIENCE/ COMPUTER ENGINEERING/ BS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY


Summary: This 4th edition provides the beginning programmer with a guide to developing structured program logic. This textbook assumes no programming language experience. The writing is nontechnical and emphasizes good programming practices.

CULTURAL


30010 346.730134 M158f 1987

30036 362.292 D716b 1989

26890 363.289092 J27d 2001

30356 630 A281 2005
Summary: "This book presents the first findings of original field research projects funded by IDRC's AGROPOLIS International Graduate Research Awards on Urban Agriculture. Countries studied include Argentina, Botswana, Cote d'Ivoire, Cuba, France, Togo, Tunisia, the UK and Zimbabwe. Together, these studies examine concrete strategies to better integrate 'city farming' into the urban landscape."

30306 747 L914c 2000

30038 943.086092 K41h 1991

**ECONOMICS**


**EDUCATION**

31481 FIL 370.1523 L933f 2007
Summary: "This book aims to align teacher education with the CHED-prescribed new teacher education curriculum that is reflective of the National Competency-Based Teacher Standards with the end in view of contributing to the formation of the ideal professional teacher as concretely described in the seven integrated domains of the teaching and learning process."


Summary: "This workbook closely adheres to the Experiential Learning Courses Handbook, a project of the Teacher Education Council (TEC) Department of Education. The activities or exercises at the end of every lesson were intended not only for drill and evaluative purposes but also for purposes of bridging the gap between theory and practice and advocacy for current trends in education such as reflective education, multiple intelligences, and multicultural education, interactive and brain-based teaching, and authentic assessment."


29957 PRO 371.395 S251c 2004
Summary: "This book was written for the purpose of helping prospective teachers to learn the art of teaching. It is designed as a college textbook for a three-unit course in teaching methods and strategies. It consists of 15 chapters, covering the following areas of classroom teaching: planning, implementing, and evaluating learning."


Miller-Bernal, Leslie. Separate by degree : Women student's experiences in single-sex and coeducational colleges. New York : Peter Lang Publishing, Inc, 2000. 30081 PRO 378.19822 M648s 2000 Summary: "This book compares the experiences of women students, in the past as well as in contemporary times, in four small, private liberal arts colleges-a women's college, a coordinated college, a long time coeducational college, and a recently coeducational college - to determine how well women have fared with varying degrees of separation from male students."


Pope, Loren. Colleges that change lives : 40 schools you should know about even if you're not a straight-a student. New York : Penguin Books USA Inc, 1996. 30209 REF 378.025 P825c 1996

EDUCATION/ NURSING


EDUCATION/ PSYCHOLOGY

Ambida-Cinco, Linda. Guidance and counseling in schools. Mandaluyong City : National Book Store, 2008. 31317 FIL 371.4 A492g 2008 Summary: "This handy book is a good guide for teachers teaching Guidance and Counseling. The concepts are comprehensive, logical and easy to learn. This book will help the students as they learn facts, principles, and practices in guidance and counseling."


Summary: "This text concentrates on the practical aspects of school counseling by focusing on the roles of the counselor and emphasizing an action-oriented approach."

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**


Summary: "This book provides a valuable resource for the areas in residential wiring that required of an entry-level electrician, including the "hands-on" wiring skills, as well as more advanced theoretical knowledge needed to gain job proficiency."

**ENGLISH**


Flauta, Romeo A. **Master english grammar in 28 days.** Los Banos, Laguna: FPR Publishing.

Summary: "This comprehensive reference covers topics that are discussed in Elementary, High School, and College subjects. Moreover, even college graduates will greatly benefit from this reference. The topics are organized such that by investing just 20 minutes of your time each day, it is possible to finish the book in 28 days!"


Abad, Gemino H. **Our scene so fair: Filipino poetry in English, 1905 to 1955.** Diliman, Quezon City: The University of the Philippines Press, 2008.


**Favorite folktales from around the world.** New York: Pantheon Books, 1986.


Summary: "This book is an invaluable resource packed with numerous research-based, classroom-tested learning strategies to improve reading in the content areas. A special emphasis is placed on the needs of the struggling reader."


Summary: "This book expands the notion of argument as something we do all the time. By seeing how arguments are everything, even prayer, students will develop a keener awareness of why they need to learn how to read and write them."


ENTREPRENEURSHIP


FICTION


Summary: "Living in Indiana during World War I, ten-year-old Mallie longs to be seen as different from her identical twin and finds an example of individuality in the Gypsies who moved into her community."


*Summary:* "This pioneering work is a study on the history of the book in the Philippines, with a focus on literary publishing and Tagalog literary bestsellers of the twentieth century. It spans more than four centuries of publishing, from 1593 when the first book was printed in the country to 2003 when the first nationwide survey on reading attitudes and preferences was conducted."


*Summary:* "This book attempts to summarize the most important works of the most important Western philosophers."


Santiago, Lilia Quindoza. **Sexuality and the Filipina.** Diliman, Quezon City: The University of the Philippines Press, 2007. 30825 FIL 305.3 S235 2007

**Beyond the silencing of the guns.** Baguio City: Tebtebba Foundation, 2004. 31078 FIL 306.08 B573 2004

Tauli-Corpuz, Victoria (ed.). **Good practices on indigenous people's development.** Baguio City: Tebtebba Foundation, 2006. 30798 FIL 306.08 G646 2006


**We, indigenous peoples: A Compilation of indigenous people's declaration.** Baguio City: Tebtebba Foundation, 2005. 31100 FIL 306.08 W361 2005

Tapang, B.P. **Cordillera in June: essays celebrating June-brett, Antropologists.** Diliman, Quezon City: The University of the Philippine Press, 2007. 30829 FIL 306.0895991 C795 2007

**Stop: the killings, abductions, and involuntary or enforced disappearances in the Philippines.** Timog Avenue, Quezon City: IBON Foundation, Inc, 2007. 30840 FIL 323 S883 2007

*Summary:* "This book is the third in the series of documentation books on the gross human rights abuses currently escalating in the Philippines as a result of the U.S. orchestrated "war on terrorism". This also gives due focus on abductions and involuntary or enforced disappearances which have recently been occurring in an alarming rate. It also documents the unjust arrest and detention of CPP Founding Chairman Prof. Jose Maria Sison."

Snelder, Denyse J. (ed.). **Comanagement in practice: The Challenges and complexities of implementation in the Northern Sierra Madre mountain region.** Quezon City: Ateneo De Manila University Press, 2005. 31097 FIL 333.73095991 C728 2005

Gasilla-Dela Cruz, Dr. Sonia. **National development via national service training program (literacy training service I).** Metro Manila: Lorimar...


Nazareno, Isabel A. **Discovering Manansala.** [s.l]: Friends of Manansala Foundation, Inc, 2005. 31442 FIL 759.9599 N335d 2005

Valdez, Maria Stella Sibal. **Dr. Jose Rizal and the writing of his story.** Sampaloc, Manila: Rex Book Store, Inc, 2007. 31070 FIL 920.71 V145d 2007


**FILIPINO**


**FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT**

Alminar-Mutya, Ruby F. **Introduction to Philippine money, credit, and banking.** Mandaluyong City: National Book Store, 2007. 31209 FIL 332.1 A449i 2007


**FINANCING PRIVATE INFRASTRUCTURE.** Washington, D.C: World Bank, 1996. 30331 PRO 332.67314 F491 1996

**HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT**


**HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT/ CULINARY ARTS**

Summary: "This book is designed to help you make nutritious and exciting meals a regular part of your family's lifestyle without breaking your budget."


MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY/ COMPUTER SCIENCE

Summary: "This book presented with the essential concepts necessary for the successful management of database systems."

MARKETING

Summary: "This book provides a systematic approach to making the competition irrelevant."

MARKETING/ AB COMMUNICATION

Shimp, Terence A. **Integrated marketing communications in advertising and promotion.** Australia : Thomson South-Western, 2007. 30949 PRO 659.1 S556i 2007

MARKETING/ ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Jones, Charles P. **Investments analysis and management.** United States : John Wiley and Sons, Inc, 2004. 30302 PRO 332.6 J76i 2004

MATHEMATICS

Summary: "This book present a course in integral calculus in simple and straightforward style."

NURSING

Cagayan, Maria Stephanie Fay S. **Essentials of obstetric nursing in the Philippine setting : a must for bedside rounds and board exam review for nursing and midwifery students.** Ermita, Manila : Educational Publishing House, 2008. 30830 FIL 610.73678 C131e 2008
Summary: "This study aids was designed to help both nursing and midwifery students in their preparation for regular course and board examinations as well as in their clinical training."

Summary: "This book features a full chapter for each system-cardiovascular, respiratory, immune, hematologic, nervous, musculoskeletal, gastrointestinal, endocrine, genitourinary, and integumentary."

DiGigiulio, Mary. **Developing practical nursing skills.** London : Hodder Arnold, 2005. 30617 PRO 610.73 D489 2005

Summary: "This fourth edition has been completely revised to reflect the current professional and educational requirements for those preparing for registration as a nurse, and it maintains a strong focus on practice and the
Summary: "This book covers all the basics of arrhythmia interpretation and includes appendices on cardiac anatomy and physiology, clinical implications of arrhythmias, 12-lead electrocardiography, basic 12-lead interpretation, and pacemakers."


Summary: "This book guides the nurses in the art and science of holistic nursing and healing and offers way of thinking, practicing, and responding both personally and professionally. It addresses one's own self-healing while also helping readers to offer new ways of healing to others."

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING

Summary: "This book presents an exhaustive exposition of the various types of instruments and their applications."

PSYCHOLOGY


Summary: "The book presents a "balanced" view of development in adulthood that is not swayed by either unrealistic optimism or unnecessary pessimism."

Summary: "This book is a highly practical, bestselling guide to skills and strategies which can be used in working with children who are experiencing emotional problems."


REFERENCE

Summary: "This book is a complete guide to 2,500 years of western philosophy, from Ancient Greece to the present day."

The Merck Index: An encyclopedia of chemicals, drugs, and biologicals. New
Jersey: Whitehouse Station, 2006. 31300 REF 615.103 M553 2006
Summary: "This encyclopedia has provided quick and reliable answers to
questions arising in the course of scientist's work. The 14th edition
continues this tradition to publish an authoritative, multidisciplinary
references handbook committed to scientific excellence."

31415 REF 912 G345 2007

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

Cruz, Oscar V. Reconciliation: from the sacramental to societal. Intramuros,
31435 FIL 234.5 C957r 2005

Gabriel, Manuel. Doing theology: basic Ecclesial communities: a new way of
being church in the Philippines. Pasig City, Philippines: Anvil Publishing,
Inc, 2008. 31188 FIL 262.26 G118d 2008

Cruz, Archbishop Oscar V. Before and beyond 'i do': matrimonial advisories.
31439 FIL 306.8 C957b 2007

Cruz, Oscar V. Danger signals for marriage intents and purposes. Intramuros,
31436 FIL 306.8 C957d 2008

Warren, Rick. The Purpose driven life: what on earth am I here for?. Grand
Summary: "This book will help you understand why you are alive and God's
amazing plan for you, both here and now, and for eternity."

30052 PRO 255 N856c 1996

SOCIAL STUDIES

De Lario, Damaso (ed.). Re-shaping the world: Philip II of Spain and his
31066, 31263 FIL 946.043092 R429 2008
Summary: "The essays presented in this volume were delivered as papers in a
conference in Manila on 1-2 December 1999. British, and Spanish historians
participated in the presentations and there were many more Filipino
participants in the debates that took place at the University of Santo Tomas
and the Ateneo de Manila."

Fornier, Joselito N. [editor] Asia history, civilization, and culture for
31278 FIL 950 A832 2007

Kramer, Paul A. The Blood of government: race, empire, the United States, &
31079 FIL 959.903 K89b 2006
Summary: "This book is a groundbreaking study of the complex history of
American colonial rule in the Philippines. Kramer reinterprets the concept
and practice of race as a rich framework for political and cultural inquiry
into the history of imperialism."

World War II and the Japanese occupation: Ang Ikalawang Digmaang Panaidigig
at ang pananakop ng mga Hapon. Diliman, Quezon City: The University of the
Philippines Press, 2006. 31110 FIL 959.9035 W927 2006

Quimpo, Nathan Gilbert. Contested democracy and the left in the Philippines,
SPECIAL COLLECTION/ FILIPINIANA

Summary: This book contains 464 pages and 380 illustrations of Philippine paintings.

Guerra de Filipinas. Manila, Philippines : National Historical Institute, c2007. 31062 | SP 959.9027 G934 2007

TOURISM

Summary: "This book is the first comprehensive guide to research methods and issues for students engaged in hospitality and tourism studies."

Total No. of Titles: 176
Total No. of Volumes: 181